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Effects of Different Intensities of Grazingon
Depth and Quantity of Roots of Grasses'
J. E. WEAVER
Professor of Plant Ecology
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska

T HE

writer has been interested in
prairies, pastures, and root depth and
distribution over a period of many years.
He had the privilege of examining these
relationships in the Palouse prairie of
Washington long ago while numerous representative areas still remained in a virgin
condition (5, 6). Extensive studies have
been made in the hardlands of Colorado,
Kansas, and Nebraska many years before, during, and following the great
drought of 1933-40 (7, 8, 1, 11). Vegetation and root habits have been studied in
sand hills (7, 8, 4), in bluffs of wind-blown
loess (12), and wet soils of lowland. The
trench and hand pick method was employed throughout and roots in prairie
and pasture were measured, compared,
and sketched in the field. Their depth,
spread, and chief characteristics were recorded. Only general consideration was
given to soil type. At that time there was
no method of quantitatively comparing
one root system with another or the roots
from one soil with those of the same
species from a different soil. The need for
such a method has been felt for a long
time and lack of one that could be put
intlo general use has probably greatly retarded root studies.
This paper is concerned with a new
quantitative method of studying root-soil
relations and particularly its application
to the effects on the underground plant
parts brought about by grazing. The
1 Contribution No. 155 from the Department
of Botany, University of Nebraska. This study
was aided by a grant from the University
Research Council, University of Nebraska.
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methodof obtaininga sampleof the entire
root system from the soil surfaceto the
deepest root tips is a modificationof the
direct or trench method fully described
in 1926 (9). It consistsin the diggingof a
trenchto the desireddepth in a particular
soil and the obtaining of a single soil
block (monolith)extendingfromthe surface to a depth of 3 to 6 feet. The monolith is of such dimensions,2.5 feet wide
and 3 inchesthick, that it can be removed
from the trench and taken to the laboratory without special equipment.
The monolith is marked out on the
vertical trench wall directly beneath a
representativebunchor sod of grassto be
studied. With appropriate knives and
spades the soil at the sides and beneath
the monolithis removedto sucha distance
into the wall that the column of soil
protrudesat least 3 inchesinto the trench.
The monolith is tightly incased in a
specialopen box or framebeforeit is cut
from the trench wall and taken to the
laboratory.This preventscrackingof the
soil column and breaking of the roots.
The soil is removed from the box by a
processof repeatedsoaking,often for several days, and gentle washing, mostly
under water. This is accomplishedeven
when the soil is extremely compact or
contains a claypan. During this process
one may study the intimate relationsof
soil and roots. Roots remain unharmed
and in their naturalpositionin the water
afterthe soil has beenwashedaway. They
are mountedon black felt cloth and photographed.They may then be sectioned
in such a mannerthat the dry weight of
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the root-mass at 0-6 inches, I to 2 feet,
or at any other soil depth may be ascertained. A brief description of the method
is given in Science (16) and a more detailed one in Ecological Monographs (17).
By this method many range grasses in
numerous soil types have been studied
(20).
DEGE1NERATION OF PRAIRIE

A survey of prairie vegetation in eastern
Nebraska, western Iowa, and conitiguous
portions of the four adjacent states was
made in 1928-33 (18). The manner in
which prairie degenerated under grazing
into various types of pastures was also
observed. 'rhe native pastures in this
60,000 square-mile area were classified
into four distinct types according to the
degree of degeneration of the native
vegetation (19).
B3riefly,the excellent or high-grade pastures consist almost entirely of climax
grasses well liked by livestock. These are
chiefly little and big bluestem, Andropoqon scoparius and A. furcatus. But
needle grass (Stipa spartea), prairie dropsee(l (Sporobolus heterolepis), numerous
other grasses, and a host of legumes and
other herbaceous plants (forbs) occur.
In the good or medium-grade pastures
Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis) or
short grasses blue grama (Boutelouagracilis) and buffalo grass (Buchloe dactyloides)-or alternating areas of these equal
or exceed the usual prairie species. They
form the background or inatrix of the
vegetation. The original prairie species
are clearly on the decline, although still
abundant. The cover of grass is yet well
int.act.
The fair-grade pasture differs from the
preceding in having a practically pure
stand of bluegrass or short grass. Little
bluestem has usually disappeared. In the
best pastures the cover may be well intact
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but frequently it is broken. Both perennial
and annual weeds are abundant.
In poor or low-grade pastures, areas of
grass alternate frequently with bare
ground or soil clothed only with weeds.
Prairie forbs, with few exceptions, have
disappeared. Both bluegrass and the short
grasses are so severely grazed that the
stand is thin. MIany places are trampled
bare. The cover is open almost everywhere.
These pasture types are easily recognized. They have the same general
appearance throughout this very large
tract of true prairie. Over most of the
area the pastures are small (40 to 80
acres), uniformly grazed, and usually contain only a single pasture type. But in
larger ones, where distance to water is
greater, two or even three types may
occur. Unlike the preceding they do not
stop at the fence line, but one grades
gradually into the other. It was in such a
range that the studies on amount and
distribution of roots were made.
TIIE PASTURE

The pasture is 4.5 miles west and 5
miles north of the University of Nebraska.
It is a mile long, north to south, and a half
mile in width. About 30 acres in the
southwest corner have been broken and
cultivated, hence the area is approximately 290 acres. The topography is that
of rolling upland. Hills 50 to 130 feet high
are separated by deep ravines (Fig. 1).
These are dry except for a few days after
rains. An exception occurs near the south
end of the pasture where underground
seepage produces a small but continuous
stream of water. Two artificial ponds are
located at the lower end of this ravine.
The occurrence of water in only one place
results in a very unequal distribution of
grazing. This is accentuated by steepness
of the hills, which often have slopes of 9
to 11 percent, and even steeper banks of
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ravines which must be crossed by the
livestock.
Grazing began in this prairie in 1903,
although hay was cut in fall where grazing
had been light (usually in the north end)
and the topography permitted. Originally
the vegetation was similar in all parts of
the pasture, the cover being less dense, of
course, on the ridges. But after several
years of grazing it became clear that production in the south part was declining.

W

for each 2.54 acres. This is far greater than
that recommended by experienced cattlemen, which is 5 to 7 acres per animal
unit (2). Grazing began between April 15
and May 10, and ended late in October.
The horses, however, had access to the
pasture all winter. Since this heavy stocking was more or less concentrated in the
south end of the pasture, it could result
only in overgrazing and deterioration of
this part.

-

R

FIG. 1. General view of the north end of the pasture showing the rolling topography and thick
cover of vegetation. The horses are grazing in high-grade vegetation near the north end of the
pasture and farthest from the ponds. Cattle are scattered widely over a mid-grade type on the
hills southward. Photo. August, 1947.

This occurred because grazing was always
more intense in that area, adjacent to the
farmyard where water and salt could be
obtained. The pasture has never been
partitioned by fences. The rate of stocking in the past 47 years has been very
constant according to the owner, Mr. R. J.
Black, irrespective of seasonal growth of
vegetation, markets, etc. About 100 animal units of cattle and 14 of horses were
carried each year. The rate is one animal

In 1949, high-grade pasture was confined largely to the northern one-fourth of
the prairie. Mid-grade type covered most
of the central portion; much of the southern part of the pasture was only fair to
poor. The average composition of the vegetation in the high-grade portion was 36
percent little bluestem, 24 bluegrass, 20
big bluestem (total 80 percent), and 0.1
to 5 percent each of about a dozen other
prairie grasses. Forbs composed less than
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2 percent of the cover.2 The soil mulch
was heavy.
In medium-grade pasture little bluestem had decreased to 19 percent and big
bluestem to 10. But bluegrass had correspondingly increased to form nearly half
(45 percent')of the cover. Side-oats grama
(Bouteloua curtipendula) composed 7 percent and purple lovegrass (Eragrostisspectabilis) about 9 percent of the cover.
About 3 percent was forbs. A moderate
soil mulch occurred.
Composition of the lower grades of pasture (fair to poor) was much more variable. Little bluestem and many other
climax grasses had disappeared and numerous weedy grasses had invaded. The
forb population (mostly of weeds) composed 11 percent of the vegetation. The
soil mulch was light, sometimes there was
none. Whe:re the roots were excavated
nearly all of the vegetation was bluegrass
an(l blue grama.
ROOT SYSTEMS FROM THE SAME SOIL
IN THREE GRADES OF PASTURE

The first monolith was taken on a typical north slope in the high-grade part
of the pasture. The sample was selected
according to the average composition of
the vegetation in this part. The sample
was mostly little bluestem but also included about 15 percent big bluestem.
Smaller amounts of bluegrass, side-oats
graina, andl other species were present
(Fig. 2). The thorough occupation of the
soil by the roots, especially the upper
soil, and their uniform decrease with depth
is representative of this type of vegetation which has been examined in many
places. Above ground the bluestems were
10 to 14 inches high when the monolith
was taken, about June 5, 1949.
In the mid-grade pasture a typical area
2 Data froin unpublished Master's Thesis by
L. G. Butler, University of Nebraska, 1948.
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was selected on a mid-slope with a northern exposure. About half of the area was
occupied by bluegrass. MIuch of the remaining little bluestem had been more
or less weakened by prolonged grazing.
Hence this monolith was taken so as to
include about half bluegrass and portions
of both a vigorous and a weakened bunch
of little bluestem as well (Fig. 3).
The soil in the two trenches dug to
secure the root samples varied but little,
as did also that from a third excavation
in low-grade pasture. The description of
this Carrington silt loam is from the midgrade type. It is given here since it has
recently been ascertained that the nature
of the soil profile often has a profound
effect upon the distribution of roots in
the soil. For example, percentage of the
weight of the root system of big bluestem
occurring in the surface 6 inches has been
found to vary from 63 to 80 in Crete silt
loam and Crete silty clay loam, respectively. In some soil types with a claypan,
roots of western wheatgrass (Agropyron
smithii) below the compacted layer (B
horizon) may branch so greatly that their
weight is a third greater than that of roots
in a similar volume of soil in the B horizon (17).
The upper part of the soil to a depth
of 28 inches appears to have developed
from a thin layer of loess. Below 28 inches
the parent material apparently is part of
an old soil that was developed largely
from Kansan glacial till. Below 38 inches
all of the soil material appears to be
weathered from glacial till. It contains
small pebbles and grit mixed with clay
and silt in varying proportions. Nowhere
in the first five feet was any calcium carbonate in evidence.3
3 The soil profile was described by B. H.
Williams of the Division of Soil Survey, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, and the Conservation and Survey Division, University of Ne-

braska.
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FIG. 2. Roots from a monolith of soil 2.5 feet wide, 3 inches thick, and 6 feet deep. It was taken
in two three-foot sections. The white bar shows the depth of the upper section of the monolith.
The deepest grass roots were about 4 feet long. Roots of a prairie legume (Psoralea Jforibunda)
extended even deeper.
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FIG. 3. Typical root distribution in the mid-grade pasture. From left to right are shown a nonvigorous bunch of little bluestem, bluegrass, and a vigorous (scarcely grazed) bunch of little
bluestem. The 2-foot depth of roots is about normal in this soil for bluegrass. Differences in root
habit of the bluestem may be attributed to differences in vigor resulting from grazing.
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Horizon Depth, in.

0 - 4

Description (Colorof soil when dry)

Dark grayish brown fine granular heavy silt loam; pH (with
Soiltex) 6.5
4 -10.5 Slightly lighter grayish brown
heavy silt loam; granular;
pH 6.5
B1 10.5-15.5 Dark grayish brown silty clay
loam; granular; pH 6.5
B2 15.5-28
Pale brown coarse granular
silty clay; with a tendency to
cleave vertically; pH 6.5
28 -38
Brown and mottled light gray
to yellowish brown heavy silty
clay loam; strongly prismatic
breaking down into half-inch
sharply angular blocks; pH
6.5
38 -48
Brownish yellow, mottled with
brown and light gray heavy
sandy clay or clay with
pebbles; pH 7.0
C 48 -60
Mottled light gray heavy clay
loam with pebbles; not so
heavy as horizon above; massive; pH 7.5
Ai

in the A horizon (0 to 10.5 inches depth)
and 15 percent in the B horizon (10.5
to 60 + inches).
TABLE 1
Dry weight in grams of underground plant
mnaterial at the several soil depths in three
grades of pasture and percentage
decrease from the high-grade type
DEPTH

GRD
GRADE

GRADE
GRADE

DECREASE

ft.

gin.

gm.

O -0.5 65.50 52.20

%
20

.5-1
1 -2
2 -3
3 -4

Total..

GOWD
GRADE

gm.

DECREASE

%

28.14

57
55
62
94
100

9.10
6.93
2.39
.40

8.55
6.52
.95
.17

6
6
60
58

4.13
2.66
.14

84.32

68.39

19

35.07

-

58

The chief cause of the greater weight
of materials in the surface 0-0.5 foot compared with that of the second layer is
In the low-grade pasture bluegrass and the great abundance of stem-bases and
blue grama, except for weeds, clothed rootstocks near the soil surface. These
large portions of the soil. A trench was often equal the weight of the roots. They,
dug and a monolith secured on a hillside of course, are lighter in worn-down bluein such a manner as to include about half stems, and especially in bluegrass and
bluegrass and half blue grama. N o little blue grama. But the roots at all depths
bluestem was present here (Fig. 4).
decreased greatly and especially those in
Comparison of figures 2, 3, and 4 shows the third and fourth foot. Here losses of
remarkable changes in root depths in the
60 to 100 percent were found. Decrease
three grades of pasture. As the native
in total dry weight of root systems, was
mid and tall grasses weakened and died
also very marked, at first it was 19 and
and were replaced by low-growing blue50
grass and blue grama, both depth of soil then 58 percent. Loss of yield of percent
in
the
has
been asannual
forage
crop
occupied by roots and the amount of root
when
certained
are
bluestems
replaced
material decreased greatly. Oven-dry
Loss
of
roots
in the
by
bluegrass
(13).
weights of roots and percentage decrease
or
all
the
in this
deeper
soil
death
of
roots
at each soil level are shown in Table 1.
in
a
results
much
restricted
volume
Distribution of the roots followed the part
usual pattern for little bluestem. Weight of soil from which water and nutrients
of roots decreased rapidly but regularly may be absorbed.
The low root-weight of bluegrass and
with depth and no visible irregularities
were caused by changes in the soil pro- blue grama is not unusual. In another
file, which were also gradual. About 85 low-grade, upland pasture similar monopercent of the total root weight occurred liths were taken in Carrington silty clay
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FIG. 4. Root development of bluegrass (left) and blue grama (right) on a slope similar to the
preceding in the low-grade pasture. As in all the trenches, the soil was moist far below the greatest
depth of the roots. The dense mats of roots furnished by the two grasses are very similar. Roots
of blue grama reached a depth of about 3 feet.

loam. The total weight of roots was only
28.15 grams. Here again all but a very
few roots were found in the surface 2 feet
of soil. Conversely, the root-weight has
been found to be greater elsewhere, especially in deep lowland soil. Monoliths
were taken in the high-grade pasture on
low, level land near Lincoln. The rich,
deep, alluvial soil was Wabash silt loam
and the grass examined was big bluestem.
Here the roots made a wonderful development in the first three feet of soil, and
many penetrated to 6 feet in depth. The
total root-weight was 91.15 grams. This
exceeds the weight in the tipland sample

by about 8 percent. In a portion of the
pasture where big bluestem had been
grazed out and replaced by a nearly pure
stand of bluegrass, a second monolith
was taken. The root-mass was very dense
in the surface 2 feet and numerous roots
extended well into the third foot. Total
root-weight (55.61 grams) exceeded the
bluegrass-grama root-weight in the present study by 59 percent. Thus, rootweight of a species, like that of the tops,
varies greatly from place to place, according to soil type but especially according to the proper use or abuse of the
vegetation.
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5. Typical

bunches

of little

bluestem

from high-grade,

mid-grade,

and low-grade

pasture.

These are very similar to those from which the root systems (below) were obtained in June, 1949.
Much of the grass in the block of sod on the right is dead.
DETERIORATION OF LITTLE BLUESTEM

The degeneration of the bluestem
grasses under different intensities of grazing was further examined. This was done
by the study of representative individual

bunches. One bunch of little bluestem
was selected from a portion of the pasture
where grazing for several years had been
very light or none. The last year's stubble
was thick, continuous, and 8 inches tall.
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The bluestem was in a very vigorous
condition. A second bunch was selected
in the mid-grade area. Apparently it had
been grazed closely for at least two years.
Therb was only a little debris left from
preceding years. The individual tufts composing the bunch were abundant but more
or less separated by bare spaces; hence
the crown was somewhat open. The third
clump was from a portion of a low-grade
area where little bluestem still persisted
but in a much weakened condition. The
bunch was very open, much bare soil was
exposed because of this and the lack of
a good mulch. The individual tufts of
grass were short and much stunted. Many
fragments of dead tufts were present. A
monolith of soil 12 inches wide and 4
feet in depth was taken directly below
each bunch-. After the roots were freed
of soil each root system was photographed
(Fig. 5).
Decrease in the density of the rootmass at all levels from the high-grade
to t;he low-grade pasture is clearly evident. The roots were almost 5 feet deep
in the first sample, about 4 feet in the
second, but they extended to only about
3 feet in the third. The dense crown of the
first sample was separated only with much
difficulty in washing away the soil. The
more open crown of the second bunch was
easily torn apart, while the third was so
nearly decayed that it fell apart as the
soil of the soaked sod was washed away
(Table 2).
The high weight of the first sample in
the shallow- soil is characteristic of this
species and is due in a large measure to
the weight of underground stem-bases
and short rootstocks. Decrease in weight
at all depths in the second sample is very
greatt.The weight, compared with that of
the first sample, decreases regularly with
depth from 19 to 91 percent (Table 2).
Total weight of the second sample was
55 percent less than the first. In the second

sample the roots were not only fewer than
in the first but also finer. Their diameter
was only a half to a third as great. Some
dead roots were found. In the third sample
differences were even more marked.
Branches were fewer, many roots were
dead, and debris from decaying roots was
abundant. There were no roots in the
fourth foot. They were 83 percent less
in the third, compared with the high-grade
sample, 59 in the second foot, and 40 percent in the second six-inches. This same
sequence of decreasing weight occurred
in the second sample. Thus, it seems clear
that root deterioration is from the tips
TABLE 2
Dry weight of undergro7und plant materials of
little bluestemnat the several depths in the
three grades of pasture and percentage
decrease from the high-grade type
DEPTH

GHD
GRADE

MIDE
GRADE

DECREASE

LOWGRADE

DECREASE

ft.

gin.

gm.

%

gm.

%

0 -0.5
.5-1
1 -2
2 -3
3 -4

44.60
2.74
2.59
1.20
.75

18.99
2.21
1.61
.64
.07

57
19
38
47
91

10.17
1.63
1.07
.21
_

77
40
59
83

Total. . 51.88

23.52

55

13.08

75

upward toward the crown. This sequence
has been noted several times and the
actual process was observed in Sudan
grass as a result of frequent clipping (3).
In previous studies of pastures, vigorous bunches of grasses of several species
have been permanently located, measured, and their waning and death recorded. This may occur after 2 to 3
years where summer-long grazing is
heavy. The dying and dead roots have
been studied, but never with the clarity
and definiteness that this method affords.
It requires 2 to 3 years in eastern Nebraska for the roots and rootstocks of
native grasses to decay so completely

J. E. WEAVER
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that they cannot be distinguished from
the soil (10).

this species in the low-grade pasture
(Fig. 6). The process of deterioration of

W`i

FIG. 6. Root systems from 4-foot monoliths of big bluestem in pastures of high-grade, midgrade, and low-grade, respectively. The last sod (right) was invaded by bluegrass which added
greatly to the mass of roots in the surface two feet. Total root-weight of the bluestem roots alone
is only about half that from the mid-grade pasture.

DETERIORATION

OF BIG

BLUESTEM

Similar studies were made on root
deterioration of big bluestem, except that
bluegrass invaded the area occupied by

the root system was about the same as
that of little bluestem (Table 3).
Here the loss in root materials below
the first foot again increased with depth.
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Weight of the root system in mid-grade
pasture was only half that in high-grade,
and in low-grade pasture it was only onefourth as great.
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little bluestem was taken from a highgrade native pasture on May 17, 1945.
It was almost identical with that shown
in figure 5. The previous year's stubble

|22tlwl!=
-~~Op

high-grade

mi-rae

an

lo

-rd

pasture,

A DIRECT MEASURE OF VIGOR
The loss of vigor of bluestem grasses
has been shown in another way in previous studies (14). A well-filled bunch of

repciey

was 6 inches tall and the new growth was
also 6 inches high. A second bunch was
from a mid-grade pasture. The center of
the bunch was dead and the crown con-
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sequently open as in figure 5, but a moderately thick new growth was about 2.5
inches high. The third bunch was from
a much abused, low-grade pasture on
similar soil. The central part of the bunch
was dead; only a few weak shoots 0.5 to
1.5 inches tall grew on the periphery.
The thin stand and weak plants were also
similar to those in figure 5.
The sods were transplanted into fertile
well-watered soil in good tilth in metal
lined, wooden boxes 10 x 10 inches in
width and 24 inches deep. Each sod was
cut exactly 6 inches long, 4 inches wide,
and 3 inches deep. After 6 weeks' of
TABLE 3
Dry weight of underground plant materials of big
bluestem at the several depths in three grades
of pasture and percentage decrease from
that in the high-grade area
DEPTH

G
R
GRADE

aDD
GRADE

DECREASE

LO#VGRADE

DECREASE

ft.

gm.

gm.

%

gm.

%

-0.5
.5-1
1 -2
2 -3
3 -4

28.70
3.72
2.60
1.19
.46

13.55
2.53
1.89
.59
.20

53
32
27
50
57

7.05
1.15
.95
.29
.14

75
69
63
76
70

Total. . 36.67

18.76

49

9.58

76

wvhich had good to fair vigor. New roots
were always shorter and less branched,
and dry weight was 28 to 94 percent less
than that of vigorous plants of the same
species. Just as the forage yield may be
increased by good pasture management,
so too the root systems of the grasses will
be improved somewhat in proportion.
A good top that produces much nutritious forage and a good root system that
can withstand drought and store much
food for early growth in spring go hand
in hand. A depleted range of non-vigorous grasses is usually also one in which
the root systems are absorbing water and
nutrients only in the upper portion of the
soil.
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